MUS 471/471L Project Timeline and Deliverables
Spring 2021
Due date: Thursday, Jan 28.

In this assignment you will extend the project proposal and list of specifications completed in MUS 470. You will
update that spec with more information regarding implementation details and a timeline for delivery of those. This
is your chance to modify the goals of the project and to give yourself some reachable goals to work with.
Your final grade in the course will depend very heavily on how well you execute your own goals and deliverables.
Any changes to the project after this assignment is turned in will need to be documented with good reasons for the
change. A similar documentation will need to accompany any change to the deadlines and deliverables. Please keep
in mind the requirements of the project as outlined in the previous semester document, quoted below.
The final project will be demonstrated during finals week of this semester. The final version of the project is due to
be turned in on Moodle on the last day of the semester before finals week.
This assignment should be in two parts:
1. List of added implementation details, and deletions from the project
• include changes in choice of software API
• include more depth or details in algorithms to implement
• give reasons for moving things down in priority, or to stretch goals
• give reasons for deleting prior goals
2. List of dates for timeline of milestones and deliverables
• choose dates to finish certain processes, such as conversion to a new software system
• or when to have an algorithm implemented and functioning
• or when to begin testing of various examples for the project
• or when to have essential UI elements working

Project Spec Assignment from previous semester
Each project should exhibit significant work in each of the following three areas:
1. algorithm implementation
2. user interface with parameters
3. audio engine components
Your report should consist of four pages, one page devoted to an overview of the project, and one page for each of
the three areas listed above.
More details:
1. In the overview, include details about how much of the work you have set out to do is material that you have
significant experience with, and how much is very new to you. For example, if you plan to do an algorithm
implementation which is a variation on the reverb project in MAT 321, this would qualify as something you
have some experience with. Perhaps you want to implement an ambisonics encoder/decoder, which might be
something completely new, etc. If you have very little experience with UI, or you plan to take on a new API,
then this should be stated. Also state which of the three areas you plan to put the most time into, based on
your proposal.
2. Your algorithm implementation should be, at a minimum, on the order of complexity which is similar to the
reverb project in MAT 321, or the Plucked String project in MAT 320, or an ambisonics encoder/decoder, or
a spline signal modeler, for example. This requirement cannot be skipped or minimized.
3. The UI is an essential part of the project and is basically self-explanatory. In order to demo the project you
should have a nice set of sliders which give the user an intuitive means to explore your work and the various
parameters that illustrate your implementation.
4. The audio engine components can vary, but one example would be to implement a plugin which is used in an
audio processing graph along with an existing audio engine. For example, if one was doing a reverb project then
a plugin would be a nice way to make the reverb real-time. It is not necessary to write an entire stand-alone
audio engine, but at least some of the typical functions should be managed in your code. For example, if you
implement your own call-back, or manage your own audio buffers, or write a plugin, any of these would suffice.

